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Introduction

There is a dilemma in pre-hospital care regarding the rapid yet safe movement of the unconscious patient by a single rescuer in order to protect airway and spine. Guidelines should be based around the lowest common denominators of patient safety and rescuer skill and various methods have been proposed. Few methods have been scientifically investigated in terms of spine distortion or patient comfort. Two modifications of existing methods of recovery position are proposed in order to turn a patient from either a supine or prone position. The senior authors use these in their pre-hospital practise and feel that they may warrant further evaluation.

Method One

This technique allows the rescuer to turn the patient from a supine position into lateral / semi-prone position. (For example when the patient is vomiting or when the airway is at risk from obstruction from other foreign debris such as blood and conventional suction methods are not available).
Figure 1. Initial position, allowing airway and breathing and circulatory assessment whilst immobilising the head and neck in neutral alignment.

Figure 2. The rescuer must leave the head of the patient and kneel to the patient's side in preparation for turning the patient towards the rescuer. The patient's opposite leg is adducted across the nearest leg and the opposite arm is adducted across the body towards the rescuer.

Figure 3. The nearest elbow is then flexed and the hand placed under the head just above the ear ensuring minimal movement of the cervical spine.

Figure 4. The rescuer then grasps the patients opposite shoulder and pelvis.

Figure 5. Finally the patient is rolled towards the rescuer with the rescuer supporting some of the weight of the patient upon the rescuer's knees.

Figure 6. If the patient needs to be maintained in this position for a longer period of time, then the hand under the patient's head forms some support for the cervical spine.

Method 2
This technique is a modification of the HAINES position and is best used when starting with the patient in a prone position. Its use in this situation allows a patient to be turned safely for an initial survey of Airway, Breathing and Circulation.

Figure 7. Starting position of patient.

Figure 8. The rescuer kneels by the patient's side, the nearest arm is then abducted above the head. The patient's opposite leg is adducted across the nearest leg.

Figure 9. The opposite arm is brought...
down into the anatomical position. The resucer then places one hand over the patient’s opposite hand supporting the pelvis. The other hand is placed on top of the patient’s head in order to control the movement of the head and neck.

Figures 10-13. The patient is then rolled towards the rescuer coordinating both hands to ensure the head is kept as near to neutral alignment as possible. The resucer may roll the patient on to his knee in order to control the maneuvre. If required, the patient can be turned into the supine position and manual in line stabilisation can then be applied once again.

Discussion
The pre-hospital management of any trauma victim involves the establishment of safety for the resucer, the scene and the patient followed by a rapid primary survey of Airway (A), Breathing (B) and Circulation (C) (1). If these are deemed satisfactory at the time, Basic Life Support Guidelines suggest that in the unconscious patient should be placed in the recovery position to protect their airway and help prevent possible aspiration (2,3). Unfortunately for the rescuer, current teaching suggests that all unconscious trauma patients should be presumed to have a cervical spine injury until proven otherwise, and there may not be an initial availability of personnel and equipment to log roll and immobilise the patient for transport to hospital.

The most commonly used recovery position (How position), advocated in the 1992 UK Resuscitation Guidelines was modified in the 1997 guidelines based on advisory statements issued by the International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR) (2,4). There was much debate about the change, which was based on the potential dangers of reduced perfusion, neurapraxia and venous congestion in the dependant arm (5,6). Doxey proposed that rescuers preferred the 1992 recovery position as it was easier to perform and more comfortable for the patient (7).

The HAINES position (High Arm IN Endangered Spine) was proposed in 1995 (8). In this position the patient’s dependant upper limb is fully abducted, so as to lie under the head and reduce lateral flexion of the neck, and both lower limbs are flexed at the hip and knee aiming to reduce torque on the thoracolumbar spine. The modified HAINES position places the uppermost upper limb longitudinally down the trunk rather than in front of the patient in order to further reduce thoracolumbar spine rotation. Blake et al proposed that the modified HAINES position resulted in a more neutral position of the spine with 13.0˚ less lateral flexion and 12.6˚ less extension of the cervical spine (9).

These two techniques are easy to learn and aim to minimise cervical spine movement in a trauma patient when the lone resucer has no choice but to turn the patient in order to protect the airway. Scientific verification of the degree of movement is needed before these can be sensibly added to any national guidelines.
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